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Introduction
There are a lot of trading platforms in the market where users can trade in cryptocurrencies or metal exchange or 
forex or stocks market. However, there are a very few platforms which allow users to trade in all of the above assets 
from a single platform. The ones which are available also do not have optimized trading engine and often have very 
low liquidity. In such cases, it becomes di�cult for normal traders and investors to trust on any platform where they 
can securely store their funds and trade in any kind of assets they like without the hassle of managing multiple 
accounts in multiple applications. Users will also be able to use banking services using cryptocurrencies on the 
SatoshiFx platform.
Trading world needs a single platform which is fast, and immune from unnecessary incoherence. A system which is 
dependable, e�ective and makes trading easy. SatoshiFx creates the �rst true Cross-asset blockchain-based trading 
network that will connect individuals, prime brokers and corporations, adhering to real-world payment problems 
by providing simple, e�ective, secure payment and cross-border trading solutions.
SatoshiFx also has crypto mining farms which mine cryptocurrencies like BTC and ETH which are then directly used 
to increase liquidity of the SatoshiFx platform. Investors on the SatoshiFx platform who want to do either short or 
long-term investment can also stake cryptocurrencies to get high interest rates.
SatoshiFx also provides an advanced hedge fund accounts and will allow investors to manage their investments 
through the platform.
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SatoshiFX Mission
SatoshiFX aims to provide its users with all kinds of trading and 
investment opportunities in Stocks, Forex, Metal and 
Cryptocurrency trading. Users always remain the prime concern of 
SatoshiFx and the complete platform is developed keeping in 
mind the needs of users and ease of use of the platform. The 
platform features deposits and withdrawals through multiple 
methods like bank transfers, cryptocurrencies and credit/debit 
cards making it convenient for users to onboard on the platform 
and use it.

SatoshiFX Vision
SatoshiFX aims to become the biggest trading and 
investing platform in the world providing services to 
users globally. We aim to increase liquidity in all our 
platform products to make trading seamless and easy 
for everyone. SatoshiFx also aims to onboard users 
everyday to make more people �nancially 
independent through the art of trading and 

investment.
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Key Industry Problems
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Low liquidity: There are a lot of forex and cryptocurrency exchanges in the market but most of them su�er from 
low liquidity which gives bad trading experience to users.

Security �aws: Many of the exchanges su�er from security �aws which many times result in users losing their 
funds to hackers.

Complicated UI/UX: The design of the platform is sometimes so complicated that users cannot perform the very 
basic functions in   the system.

Lack of deposit/withdrawal methods: Exchanges do not support multiple deposit/withdrawal methods for 
users which is crucial for ease of use of the platform.

Zero utility coin: Many cryptocurrencies in the market are not backed by any utility and thus there is no 
long-term growth of such cryptocurrencies.

Low yield mining farms: Many crypto mining farms do not have su�cient resources to give maximum e�ciency 
and yields.

SatoshiFX Solution
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High Liquidity platform: SatoshiFx platform o�ers high liquidity in its exchange to ensure that orders and trades 
get executed seamlessly for everyone.

Highly secure: The platform incorporates multiple security features in all the exchange products and 
furthermore integrated with MetaTrader 5 hack-proof solution for forex traders.

Simplistic UI: The ergonomic and engaging UI of SatoshiFx platform makes sure that beginner and advance 
users can use the platform alike.

Multiple deposit/withdrawal methods: SatoshiFx platform provides multiple deposit/withdrawal methods like 
bank transfers, credit/debit cards, cryptocurrencies etc enabling excellent user experience.

High utility coin: The STF token is a high utility token and integral part of all SatoshiFx products which helps in 
ensuring the growth of token. The token can also be used in deposit/withdrawal process and can be traded on 
external exchanges as well.

High e�ciency mining farms: The state-of-the-art crypto mining farms o�ered by SatoshiFx provide high yields 
because of the optimal environment where the machines are placed.
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SatoshiFX Ecosystem

SatoshiFX Cryptocurrency Centralized Exchange
SatoshiFx o�ers a centralized cryptocurrency exchange to its users with a 
high e�ciency and optimized order matching engine to ensure that 
trades execute as quickly as possible. The centralized exchange o�ers a 
plethora of cryptocurrency pairs to trade with high liquidity in the 
exchange. The platform supports Bitcoin, Ethereum and other altcoins to 
be traded with ease. With a simplistic UI integrated into multiple trading 
indicators and methods, the exchange provides a very unique trading 
experience to its users. 
The centralized exchange also allows users to invest in cryptocurrencies 
by buying the tokens and holding them into their accounts wallet 
provided to each registered user. The user can deposit the supported 
tokens from any other wallet by transferring the tokens to the wallet’s 
public address. Similarly, user can withdraw these tokens anytime.
The centralized exchange is secured with multiple solutions like SSL, 
encryption techniques, captcha, and 2FA among others. Thus, the users 
funds are always secured with multiple layers of security. Furthermore, 
most of the funds are stored in cold storage of the exchange for more 
security.
Thus, SatoshiFx centralized exchange provides a convenient way to trade 
and invest in cryptocurrencies.

SatoshiFX Cryptocurrency Derivative Exchange
Developed for experienced and advanced users, SatoshiFx derivative 
exchange provides means to trade in Futures and Options contract of 
major cryptocurrency pairs. Equipped with a highly e�cient trading 
engine, the derivative exchange allows traders to open positions in 

perpetual futures contracts and options contract. 
The derivative exchange also helps traders in hedging liquidation risks by 
providing prompt noti�cations of maintaining their margin balance to 
avoid liquidation of funds when market goes sideways in an open 

position.
Thus with multiple trading indicators, an e�cient trading engine and an 
informative dashboard, SatoshiFx derivative exchange becomes one of 

the most useful platforms for advance traders.
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SatoshiFX DEX and Staking
SatoshiFX also provides a decentralized exchange solution to 
traders who want to trade directly from their self-managed 
wallets. The SatoshiFx Dex is built upon smartcontracts and 
supports multiple blockchains for trading. The trading engine as 
well as the order matching engine are built over highly optimized 
smartcontracts utilizing the power of transparency and 
immutability of the blockchain. Users can be assured that no one 
can see their funds, trades and �nancial strategies without their 
approval. Also, users manage their own wallets and trades and 
thus are not dependent on any intermediary to manage their 
�nances. Thus, the SatoshiFx Dex helps in making users more 
�nancially independent and aware. Satoshifx will also serve as a 
staking platform. Staking is an activity where a user locks or holds 
their funds in a cryptocurrency wallet to participate in 
maintaining the operations of a proof-of-stake blockchain system. 
By staking, traders can diversify their income stream and monetize 
their funds on exchanges. Satoshifx’s staking annual percentage 
yield stands at 100% returns. Built on smart contracts it o�ers 
security and decentralized transactional system. Apart from 
earning passive income on their holdings staking helps in 
maintaining the security and e�ciency of the blockchain.

SatoshiFX Forex Exchange
The foreign exchange market is a global decentralized or over-the-counter market for the trading of currencies. 
Satoshifx’s Forex exchange aims at providing the best tool to its users and traders. Around the globe forex exchanges 
tend to su�er a lot due to poor connectivity which in return is an unsatisfactory experience for traders. SatoshiFx 
targets to give a safe a-list exchanging experience to all customers. A di�erent scope of Forex exchange experience 
through a wide scope of exchanging choices, techniques, instant auto-deposit and auto-withdrawal options for users.
Satoshifx’s forex exchange platform is equipped with extremely e�cient and modern MT4 and MT5 technologies. 
Currently, Metaquotes provides only US Dollars as base currency but SatoshiFx will provide cryptocurrencies like 
Bitcoin, Ethereum and US Dollar Tether as base currencies to its users which can then be used to place orders in Forex 
markets. SatoshiFx with its game changing idea of integrating cryptocurrency into Forex trading makes trading more 
lucrative to forex and crypto traders alike.MT4 is the go to technology that allows traders to use all the tools necessary 
to manage trades and analyze the markets. Meanwhile the advanced MT5 gives an extra edge to forex traders because 
of its balance. Satoshifx provides a platform with high connectivity and �uidity to ensure smooth trading experience. 
It o�ers assorted exchanging and promoting choices to its clients. Where most of the forex trade plunge down after a 

point, Satoshifx has the potential of up to 400% of leverage return with a signi�cantly low trading fees.
SatoshiFx also provides state-of-the-art non-hackable platform where all the funds are deposited and withdrawn from 
cold-wallets to make sure that all transactions are highly secured along with the security of blockchain. All the trades 
and transactions through SatoshiFx platform are secured with multiple levels of security like SHA256 encryption, 2FA 

authorization, Anti-CSRF technique, XSS clean etc.
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SatoshiFX Metal Exchange
SatoshiFx also makes trading in metal markets available to its users. 
Trading in precious metals has been on rise since past couple of decades. 
Gold and silver are the major players when metal trading is considered. 
This is why gold and silver be added as initial commodities on SatoshiFx 
metal exchange trading platform. Furthermore, as the platform expands, 
more metals like platinum, palladium etc will be added on the platform 
for users to trade.
The global metal trading market is huge and SatoshiFx team considers 
that it is necessary for its users to be able to make investments and trades 
into this market. The platform also provides trading indicators, signals 
and other trading instruments to trade in this market.

SatoshiFX Mining
Satoshifx operates crypto mining farms in USA, Middle East and 
Russia. Crypto mining is the process by which new units of 
computerized currencies are created. Miners are essential for 
the blockchain network that guide in checking and recording 
the transactions of digital assets. In return, they are repaid with 

a modest quantity of the digital money being executed. 
Bitcoin mining is the process of creating new bitcoins by solving 
a computational puzzle. In the Bitcoin mining, miners receive is 
an incentive that motivates people to assist in the primary 
purpose of mining Bitcoin mining is important to keep up with 
the record of exchanges whereupon bitcoin is based. 
Mechanism have become extremely modern in the most recent 
times. Satosifx o�ers a platform for safe and pro�table bitcoin 

mining.
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Liquidity
Since the rise of cryptocurrency, exchanges have experienced 
slow-downs and technical issues. Cryptocurrencies are being traded at 
many di�erent exchanges, which means that there is a lot of money 
moving between them. This in�ux of transactions has led to a decrease in 
liquidity as the value of these transactions has decreased. The lack of 
liquidity in the crypto markets strangles the users and deprives them 
from making a concrete decision putting their stakes at risk. SatoshiFx 
aims to provide high liquidity and buying limits putting and an end to the 
problem of unfair liquidations.

High Function and Security
When millions and billions of assets are traded digitally, there is no room 
for functional and security lapses. SatoshiFx is built to support high 
volumes of trades. Keeping in mind the scalability, it can withstand an 
immeasurable amount of tra�c while maintaining the speed of the 
platform. SatoshiFx security is constructed with highest security 
standards. Fast servers ensure 0 downtime and provide uttermost 
security. All the transactions happening in SatoshiFx takes place through 
cold wallets which increases security of the platform while 
compromising little on time.

24/7 Customer Support
Customer support is the �rst touchstone of accountability for any service 
provider. Numerous Crypto trades all over the planet come up short on 
assets for a fast and skillful client service. They lack the resources for a 
quick and competent customer support. Customer service of SatoshiFx 
aims to provide highly quali�ed tech professionals who additionally 
knowledgeable with Ins and Outs of market. SatoshiFx operates a call 
centre in India to provide 24*7 customer service to its users. With a highly 
e�cient tech team in-house, SatoshiFx has also launched a 
one-of-its-kind AI system integrated into the customer support system to 

make the support services more seamless and hassle-free.

Why SatoshiFX is Disruptive?
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Technical Aspects of SatoshiFX Platform

Two-factor authentication (2FA): This additional layer of security helps in authenticating users through one more 
step of veri�cation.

KYC (know your customer): Identi�es customers individually and veri�es crucial details to avoid identity theft and 
other forms of fraud.

AES encryption prevention: A sophisticated encryption algorithm has been used in the platform that decrypts 
encrypted con�dential data.

Anti-CSRF token: CSRF is Cross-site Request Forgery, which is a type of attack in which a malicious actor makes an 
unwanted action on a trusted site. Preventive measures have been taken in SatoshiFx platform.

XSS clean: This will help to avoid SQL injection attacks and protect the stability and security of the exchange.

PHP end of support: SatoshiFx uses the latest version of PHP to avoid the sizable security gaps of old versions.

High performance order matching engine: High performance order matching engine in the exchange helps in 
executing trade quickly.

Multichain smartcontracts: Smartcontracts developed over multiple blockchains help in running the SatoshiFx Dex 
in a transparent and decentralized manner.
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STF Token and Features
STF token is a Binance Smart Chain based BEP20 token that will be the heart of the platform. STF token can be used 
to pay for services of SatoshiFx platform, pay trading fees, or transfer money among users. The trading will also be 
lowered when trading is done through STF token pairs. No transaction fees will be charged when consumers pay to 
the merchants with STF token.

STF is a high liquidity token which is paired with many other cryptocurrencies for trading. STF token has huge utility 
in all platform features and services.

STF token is connected with the real gold in the SatoshiFx platform. Users can invest money on the platform and 
get 60%-90% return in real 99.99% purity gold and remaining in STF token. This investment technique ensures that 
user’s invetment always appreciate in value.

SatoshiFX Tokenomics
STF token is a high utility and high liquidity token which will be used to pay fees for using various features of 
SatoshiFx platform. The initial investors of SatoshiFx token will bene�t from low price of STF token Initial O�ering. 
The funds raised through token sales will be used for infrastructure of the platform and mining farm.
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The most rewarding gold staking strategy 
Satoshi fx launches �rst its kind opportunity to invest in its stf tokens, backed by gold. 
Satoshi fx blockchain projects include regulated centralised crypto exchange, decentralised crypto exchange, 
derivative exchange, wallet, custody, mining, payment solutionsm gold stable coin and much more

Why Gold
Gold has been a highly preferable investment tool because of the high returns and  liquidity it o�ers. In 
comparison to other forms of investment like stocks and bonds, gold has proven to be an asset that is easy to 
liquidate and thus, in times of an emergency, it can easily act as an investment cushion. Gold outperformed 
consistently to major investment including Bonds, stocks and other commodities 

Invest in Satoshi FX
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What is STF Gold

You can Invest in STF only through STF Gold

STF Gold coins are, gold currency, backed by 100% Gold and Gold Equivalents.

 
SATOSHI FX give opportunity to its Gold Coin holder, to in Invest in STF Token. The Holders of STF token shall be part 
of huge upside growth potential of STAOSHI FX as platform and blockchain eco system. 
SATOSHI FX Eco system constitute of Regulated Centralised Crypto Exchange, Custodian services, Secure Wallets, 
Proprietary trading, OTC desk, P2P payment platform, and Crypto Mining. SATOSHI FAX has presence in UAE, USA, 
EUROPE and develop a regulated, transparent, freely tradable, fully redeemable gold Coins that can scale to 
millions of ounces (billions of dollars USD).

1. A TopInvestment Tool to Beat In�ation

Reason why Gold is the best Investment option

Gold is considered good hedge against currency debasement and in�ation. When the equity markets crashed last 
year, gold had a bull run for several months- a trend that experts predict will continue in the current state of 
economic turmoil. 

2.A Low Rate of Interest
The Covid-19 pandemic wielded a massive impact on the world economy. Amid in�ation and continued 
uncertainty regarding the virus, Central banks around the world have been cutting interest rates. investors have 
moved from �xed income to gold in a low rate environment. 

3.Easy Liquidity 
Gold has been a highly preferable investment tool because of the liquidity it o�ers. In comparison to other forms of 
investment like stocks and bonds, gold has proven to be an asset that is easy to liquidate and thus, in times of an 
emergency, it can easily act as an investment cushion.

4. A Tangible Source for Wealth Creation During the Current
    Pandemic
Gold emerged as a major asset class during the current crisis. Its performance was fairly stable during the two waves 
of the pandemic, which made a lot of new investors hop onto the gold bandwagon.

5. It is One of the Safest and Most E�ective Portfolio Diversi�ers
Financial experts opine that gold is one of the best ways to add a stabilizing element to one’s �nancial portfolio. 
One of the biggest factors that make it the right addition to one’s investment map is its low to negative correlation 
with most other asset classes. 
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What is Opportunity for Investors
nvestors always made huge money if they invested in right projects at the right time. 
If you had invested in bitcoin when it was �rst launched in 2009, your returns could be in the millions or billions, 
because the initial value of the asset was $0. Say you got into the game when a bitcoin was 10 cents, around 
October 2010. If you invested $100, you’d have been able to buy about 1,000 bitcoins (Aprox USD 44 Million) 

The Four required characteristics for establishing STF GOLD
token are:

Similarly if you invested in BNB (Binance ) when it launched in 2017
at USD 15 Cent . your USD 100 would have been USD 2.97 Million 

Tansparency – Establishes trust

Regulation - Establishes con�dence for partners

Redeemability – Provides a purpose

Liquidity - Makes it useful
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There can be more upside in these kind of project but making such returns are now impossible 
SATOSHI FX project present a similar Investment opportunity today. Our believe system always put Investors �rst. 
We believe that your investment should be tangible, secured and have potential to make great returns on 
Investments 

SATOSHI FX project is backed by experienced and successful promoter with 45 Years of standing. There is unlimited 
upside and huge ROI for investors as their investment is not just STF Tokens but it is backed by real Gold with �rst 
of its king Gold STAKING strategy to make additional ROI for the investors.    

How to Get STF Token
Investor can invest in STF Token in the following optional combinations 

70% Gold /30% STF Token ( USD 10K , 7K in Gold and 3k in STF Token )

80% Gold /20% STF Token ( USD 10K , 8K in Gold and 2k in STF Token )

90% Gold /10% STF Token ( USD 10K , 9K in Gold and 1k in STF Token )

How to Invest in STF Gold
You can Invest in Gold coin though our licensed Gold trading company, you deposit the gold with our a�liated and 
reputed Gold storage facilities and you get Equivalent amount of STF Gold token. Investor get physical Gold coin or 
Gold Staking certi�cate if they participate in staking option.

SOP to Invest in Gold Token
Investor Purchase Gold Coin with our DMCC company  

We put the Gold in Our Designated Vault 

Vault and Satoshi issue Certi�cate of ownership

Investor get STF Token in the wallet 

Investor can choose from Gold and STF token combination 

Investor can get redemption of Gold as we maintain su�cient liquidity. 

Investor shall give min 24Hr Notice for redemption 

Investor get redemption either in the form of Gold delivery in Dubai or Payment at the rate of prevailing market 

price on the date of redemption
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Satoshi FX Gold Token shall be minted upto
21m only 
STF Gold Tokens brings unlimited opportunity with limited quantity Tokens. The one who invest in early stage shall 
have maximum upside opportunities 

How Holders of STF Gold Token Get Higher
Roi – Gold Staking

Satoshi FX Fund management team shall achieve high ROI for the Gold Token holder who choose to participate 
in GOLD STAKING. 

The Gold token holder, who participate in STAKING, shall have opportunity of higher Return on Gold investment 
due to upside price trend of Gold, at the same time he shall make additional passive income with SATOSHI FX Gold 
staking.

Golds staking strategy shall strive to achieve 15-16% return on Gold Investment value. On achieving these returns, 
gold shall be redeemed and Investors shall be paid in cash as per the current market price of Gold. Our idea is to 
make STF token almost free for the Investors. 

Investor can re-enter in the staking process by buying Gold token at prevailing price and continue to make higher 
returns with our staking process. 

*Returns are depending upon the market conditions 
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Stock Holder & Advisor



Jason H. Jangem 
Cheif Advisor & Stake Holder 

 



Disclaimer
This document is a white-paper representing current and future developments of SatoshiFx platform, STF and its 
ecosystem. This white-paper is for information purpose only and should not be considered as an exact guiding 
document depicting all future intent of SatoshiFx platform, unless speci�ed explicitly. The subject, matter and 
products enclosed in this white-paper are currently under development and are not yet deployed. SatoshiFx makes 
no representations or warranties for successful implementation or development of such technologies, innovation 
and platform or achievement of any other implementation or activities illustrated in the paper. It further disclaims 
all the warranties implied by any law or legal authorities to the extent permitted by law. No person or company is 
entitled to rely on the content and promises illustrated in this paper or any other inferences drawn from it, which 
includes relation to any interactions with SatoshiFx or the technologies elaborated in this white-paper. The 
information present in this publication is derived from data obtained through the sources which are believed by 
SatoshiFx to be reliable and is presented in good faith and forecasted as SatoshiFx strongly believes in it, but with 
no warranties or guarantees. Contents of this paper regarding accuracy, completeness or suitability of the 
information speci�ed, are as per the sources available at the time of its drafting and should be not relied on and 
shall not confer remedies or rights upon, by holders of security, creditors or other equity holders or any other 
person. SatoshiFx (STF) disclaims all the liability for any damage or loss of capital, interest or property of any kind 
(whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from any company or person acting on any information and opinions 
relating to SatoshiFx, the STF platform, or our ecosystem contained in this paper or any other information 
presented regarding any further inquiries. Some images used in this document may be subjected to copyright but 
are pursuant to the fair use regulation. Any opinion or illustration expressed in this paper re�ects the current 
judgment of the author of this white-paper publication and may not exactly represent the opinion of SatoshiFx. The 
information re�ected herein may change without any prior notice. SatoshiFx does not have any constraint to 
update, modify or ameliorate any projection, forecast, opinion or estimate set forth, or subsequent changes which 
makes the data inaccurate. SatoshiFx, it’s directors, contractors, employees or representatives do not have any 
liability or responsibility to any recipient or person (whether by the negligence of misstatement or by reason). 
Neither SatoshiFx nor its advisors independently take any guarantee of the information including projection, 
prospects, and forecasts presented in this white-paper. Each recipient or person is to rely solely on its own 
investigation, knowledge, assessment and judgment of the matter which is subject of this publication and any 
other information which is made available via further inquiries or to satisfy the accuracy of projections. Whilst 
SatoshiFx has made every e�ort to ensure the authenticity of the facts and forecasts made in this white-paper. Any 
forecast, projections or plans mentioned in this white-paper publication may not be achieved due to several risk 
factors like market volatility, legal or regulatory exposure, corporate actions, defects in technology development, 
unavailability of information and all other risks. SatoshiFx may provide website’s hyperlinks of entities present in 
this white- paper, though the inclusion of any link does not imply that SatoshiFx recommends, endorses or 
approves any material on the linked website. Such linked websites should be solely accessed by your own risk and 
SatoshiFx does not accept any responsibility for any such material or consequences of it. This white-paper is only 
available on https:/coin.SatoshiFx.com and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other entity. 
If you are the citizen of USA, China, Lebanon, Israel or any other country where cryptocurrencies are restricted then 
please do not purchase SatoshiFx token STF. Please check with your legal advisor before any investment. We are not 
be liable for any country’s law if citizens are not abiding it. The distribution of this white-paper may be restricted by 
regulations or law in certain countries. By accessing this white-paper publication, the recipient agrees to be bound 
with foregoing limitations.
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